
Email is so essential to work, most employees use it without thinking. Hackers easily exploit this by 

targeting individuals in your company with weaponized files they least suspect. And because current 

solutions aren’t designed to catch every threat, we’re always one click away from disaster.

Emails Are the 
Most Popular Target for Malicious Attacks

Defend all emails 
& attachments

Protects the entire email 
channel from malicious 
threats, ensuring your 

email is 100% safe

Protect every email 
without blocking access

See the emails you need 
right away, without waiting 

for IT middle-men to 
unblock access

Be more productive 
with zero interruptions

Runs invisibly in the 
background, with virtually 

no latency

Secure File Gateway singles out only the elements of emails known to be fully secure, guaranteeing they 

are 100% safe. Now employees can open every email and file attachment with complete peace of mind, 

and without any delays or disruptions to business.

Votiro for Email: 
Secure 100% of Emails with Positive Selection

Secure File Gateway 
for Email
Completely secure every email that 

enters your organization.



 Fits Right in. Won’t Ever Know It’s There.

With our deep understanding in file composition and weaponization, we developed an entirely new 

approach to file security. One that doesn’t just block any threat it could find – it eliminates threats from 

entering in the first place. With Votiro, files simply don’t pose a threat to your business anymore.

We Know Files.

About Votiro
Founded in 2010 by leading file security experts, Votiro is trusted by large enterprises, including 

top Fortune 500 companies to completely eliminate file-based threats while ensuring zero 

interruption to business. Headquartered in the United States, with offices in Australia, Israel and 

Singapore, Votiro is trusted by 400 companies and 2 million users worldwide to safely access 

files with complete peace of mind.

Secure File Gateway singles out only the elements of emails known to be fully secure, 

guaranteeing they are 100% safe. Now employees can open every email and file attachment 

with complete peace of mind, and without any delays or disruptions to business

How It Works

Step 1
Identify a 

File Format

Step 2
Extract the Positive 

Components of the File

Step 3 Step 4
Work with Your 
Email Provider

Receiving  
100% Safe Files

External 
Person Secure File Gateway 

for Email with 
Positive Selection Engine

User

Zero training required

 Easy implementation: 
less than 10 minutes

 Seamless integration 
with existing solutions

 Supports both 
Cloud & On-Prem


